
Islam is a religion of nature. Nature loves 
cleanliness  and abhors pollution: that is why 
this highly  desirable feature of human exis-
tence—cleanliness—is one of the basic tenets 
of the Islamic faith. 
According to a hadith, the keeping of oneself 
clean is one half of faith; this indicates the 
amount of emphasis  laid upon hygiene in Is-
lamic practice. The cleanliness factor is thus a 
major segment of the very  essence of Islam. 
This is clearly in evidence at the appointed 
times of worship—the most sublime form of 
worship being  salat (namaz) which is engaged 
in five times a day. Each time the hour of prayer 
arrives the first thing the good Muslim must do 
is perform his ablution. Ablution (wudu) entails 
the washing of all the  exposed parts of the 
body. As a cleansing process, wudu is the 
equivalent of a half bath. The servant of Uth-
man, the third Caliph, tells of how the Caliph 
used unfailingly to take a bath once or twice 
daily.  When the Qur’an  began to be revealed, 
one of its signal injunctions was: “Cleanse your 
garments and keep away from all pollu-
tion,” (74:4). 
The cleanliness of clothes is a necessary con-
comitant of the purity of the body.  
In the realm of spiritual development, one of 
the principal elements is purification through 
penitence. As the Qur’an says; “God  loves 
those who turn to Him in repentance and purify 
themselves” (2:222).  

Just as repentance frees body and soul of 
worldly moral  dross, so  does water remove 
impurities  from body and clothing. The 
Mosque, the focal  point of Islamic life, is called 
in a hadith the “home of the pious people.” As 
the Qur’an quotes it : “There you shall find men 
who would keep pure. God loves those who 
purify  themselves” (9:108). We are asked, 
therefore, to clean  the mosque, ridding it of 
noise and dust, just as Abraham and Ismael 
have enjoined “to cleanse Our House (the Ka-
bah) for those who walk around it, who medi-
tate in it, and who kneel and prostrate them-
selves,” (2:125). 
According to a hadith, the Prophet Muhammad 
said, “God is pure and loves purity,” which 
means that cleanliness and purity are  on  the 
highest scale of cardinal virtues in Islam.  
These integral values of personal hygiene were 

cultivated by Islam centuries back. 
However it was until the 16 or 17th 
century when English world didn't 
know what is hand wash even. 
“Prevention is better than cure” is 
main emphasis of Islam to lead a 
healthy life. Islam provides a complete 
code of life means that it covers every 
aspect of human life in its teachings. 
Enabling him to live lively. 
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“Cleanse your garments 

and keep away from  

all pollution,”  
(Al-Quran | 74:4) 

By Muhammad Sheraz, KEMU  
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  New Ties & Trends 

 

MEDIFACTS OF  

CARROT 
/ Rich Source of Vitamin-A 
/ Boosts Immune System 
/ Powerful Antioxidant 
/ Cleans & Protects Liver 
/ Makes Skin Healthy 
/ Prevents Stroke 
/ Anti-Aging Agent 
/ Ensures Heart Health 
/ Good For Dental Care 

Boy: Where are you Going? 
Girl: To water the plants 
Boy: But its raining outside. 
Girl: Don’t Worry I got an umbrella. 

Employee: Sir a woman has come to meet you, 
by her intelligence she seems to be you wife. 

Officer: How can you say that? 
Employee: Sir she said on arrival “ Ask your Sir 

to sit in Waiting Room, till I wash my hands” 

Teacher: What is the National Food  
of Pakistan? 
Student: Ma’m it is, Qasam 

Boy sitting in window singing:  
Kabutar Ja Ja Ja,  Kabutar Ja Ja Ja 

Mother: Ki Hoya Putar, Package Muk gya ae? 

Teacher: You are 30 minutes late for the class! 
Student: No Ma’m actually I am 30 minutes 
early for the next class. 
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By Muhammad Sheraz, KEMU      

Collaboration and cooperation amongst different organiza-
tions is the base of progress and Student Focus Team believes 
the same. Recently Student Focus has signed formal con-
tracts and agreements of cooperation with several organiza-
tions. The aim behind this step is to bring forward-the maxi-
mum of the potential benefits for the fans and members of 
Student Focus. Among the eminent ties are:  
 

ISIC PAKISTAN 
International Student Identity Card Pakistan Division has 
come to terms with Student Focus and is offering featured 
customized Identity cards to the members of Student Focus 
along with thousands of National and International benefits 
from food to shopping and recreation to travel. 

SHASHCA-YOUTH KA NEWSPAPER 
The innovative Urdinglish Online newspaper concept of 
Shashca is offering promotions to Student Focus events and 
activities via online publicity so that you may know about Stu-
dent Focus even better. 
 

CLUB REHAB 
Work worth's the name - the organization promoting Physical 
therapy awareness through activities and seminars. 
 

BADAL DO 
A human welfare organization working to help needy life via 
blood donation services helping to maintain a larger record of 
blood donors. 

By Editor 



 

 When you exercise,  

excitable neurons are  

created in your brain,  

especially in the  

hippocampus,  

an area of your brain  

involved in thinking and 

emotional responses. 

By Editor  

ARE WE 
ASKING THE 
wRONG  

Q’s? 

By Asbar Javaid, KEMU 

I've always been a social media guy,so 
when I was going to get admission 
here in school of physiotherapy, I 
couldn't find anything on the social 
media,there was no one there to guide 

the students struck by MCAT. So, when 
I get in here, I created a page of School 
of Physiotherapy and started answer-
ing people's queries from the very next 
year. It was then I realized that our 
socioeconomic state has changed our 
priorities so much that we have forgot-
ten what's important.  

There are lots of wrong questions that 
I've heard in the past couple of 
years,the first one is ''what was last 
year's merit? I got xxx marks,can I get 
in?" And I used to ask the person what 
do you know about physiotherapy? 
And the answer was always like it has 
something to do with exercise and 
massage. So, without even having the 
basic information about a profession, 
we want to get in, study and be that 
professional only because some 
neighbor's son is a PT, has a good job 
and makes lots of money and has a 
good car etc. The next wrong question 
is always about salary, ''what would be 
my salary after I graduate?" We all 

know PTs who make millions and other 
PTs who make about 20k a month, so 
profession is not limiting the amount 
of money you can earn . Its just that 
some people love and enjoy their pro-
fession and others don't.  

Still no one asks to know what actually 
Physiotherapy is? What do they ex-
actly do? What are the working condi-
tions? What is physiotherapy's role in 
modern healthcare system? We all 
want to know the course duration, 
merit criteria and salary details after 
we graduate. What is missing here, 
moral values and desire to help peo-
ple, our society is producing health-
care professionals with a primary goal 
of money making instead of serving 
humanity. We grow up, study and join 
different professions not because 
that's what we want to be, but to 
make money. Our youth doesn't want 
to be innovative and make their mark 
in history, their whole life they are told 
to be focused on something else. 
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PHYSIOTHERAPY FOR 

DMD 
 

By Marriam Naeem 

 
Duchene’s muscular Dystrophy (DMD) is 
a deficiency of muscular dystrophic level.  
Dystrophin is a large protein present on 
short arm of X chromosome. 
Muscles become fragile which leads to 
contracture formation, in most cases 

patients become bed ridden 

Diagnosis: 
Dystrophin level assessment by muscle 
biopsy and Cretinine level 
 

Management: 
Steroidal use: Most medical treatment 
includes use of steroids; it helps to in-
crease the potential to do some task or 
activity. 
Physiotherapy plan: Physiotherapy en-
ables DMD patients to reach to their po-
tential or at least to do their ADL activi-
ties independently. 
 

Strengthening exercises: 
Has not much role but is necessary to 
prevent atrophy, but they should be 
done to some extend too much vigorous 
ex leads to muscular destruction, that is 
why eccentric exercises are usually not 
recommended 
Examples: cycling, fun activities, running 
etc. Trampolines are contraindicated, as 
it’s an example of eccentric exercise. Can 
also lead to myoglobinurea 
 

Hydrotherapy:  
Water exercises like swimming are much 
appreciated because weaker children  
normally can do better in water as water 
provides tendency. 

Stretching exercises: 
Contractures are most common in ankle 
and hip. For compensation in walking pt 
starts walking on toes which leads to TA’s 
tightness, for remedy TA’s stretching can 
be done. So stretching should be done to 
prevent contractures, to enable easy and 
continued walking, to avoid amputation 
Muscular weakness may also causes 
asymmetry and leads to development of 
scoliosis, however use of steroids can 
slow down the process 
 

Orthotics: 
Devises which can assist in movement 
can be use for extreme conditions in 
DMD 
Night splints: Use to maintain the dorsi-
flexion of foot. Stretching of TA is the 
best way to prevent contracture if they 
are uncomfortable, then contracture 
correction devices are also available. 
KFOS / swivel walkers are used in pa-
tients for which walking is impossible 
thus this orthotics is used for weight 
transference and enable a child to stand 
up. Day splints can be used for maintain-
ing stability, Posture, Prevent deformity 
Standing wheelchairs are also available. 
Proper seating and lumber support are 
considered while designing. 

A workshop on "Developing Resume Writing Skills" Was  held 
on 22-10-2013 at 4:00 PM. The  session was  conducted by Mr 
Jim McAtee – Director Career Development Centre, Ball State 
University, USA. 
ISRA UNIVERSITY. HYDERABAD 

1st Academic Award Ceremony 2013" of Allama Iqbal Col-
lege of Physiotherapy was held  on October 29, 2013. At  
Allama Iqbal Medical College. All the students from 1st 
batch to the sixth batch were invited. 
A.I.C.P, LAHORE 

Workshop on frozen shoulder, integrated techniques of Kal-
tenborn, Mulligan and Maitland were held on October, 30 
RCRS, RIPHAH UNIVERSITY, LAHORE 

Pink ribbon day was celebrated on 25 October, under the 
supervision of Dr. Humaira Akram  and Dr. Uzma Zafar. 
UNIVERSITY OF SARGODHA, SARGODHA 



 

S Nanoparticles filled with chemotherapeutic drugs can kill 
drug-resistant breast cancer cells, according to a study pub-
lished in the scientific journal Biomaterials.  

S Mutations in the genes that defend the body against cancer
-related viruses and other infections may play a larger role 
in breast cancer than previously thought, according to a 
study at the University of Illinois at Chicago.  

S Investigators at Johns Hopkins have found a known genetic 
pathway to be active in many difficult-to-treat pediatric 
brain tumors called low-grade gliomas, potentially offering 
a new target for the treatment of these cancers  

S Lay-offs and enforced part time work and lower paid, lower 
status jobs (downward job mobility), sparked by recessions, 
may explain the toll taken on cognitive ability -- memory, 
verbal fluency, temporal orientation, and numeracy -- the 
findings suggest.  

S Controlling blood pressure, serum cholesterol, and blood 
glucose may substantially reduce the risk of heart disease 
and stroke associated with being overweight or obese, ac-
cording to a study from a worldwide research consortium 
led by a team from Harvard School of Public Health (HSPH), 
Imperial College London, and the University of Sydney. 
Among the three factors, high blood pressure was found to 
pose the biggest risk for heart disease, and an even bigger 
risk for stroke, among overweight or obese participants.  

S The research of physician-scientist Katalin Susztak, MD, 
PhD, associate professor of Medicine in the Renal Electro-
lyte and Hypertension Division, at the Perelman School of 
Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, strives to understand 
the molecular roots and genetic predisposition of chronic 
kidney disease.  

S Collaborating with researchers from the Northwestern Uni-
versity Feinberg School of Medicine in Chicago, a research 
team at Wayne State University's School of Medicine led by 
Kezhong Zhang, Ph.D., has contributed to an important dis-
covery in the inflammatory stress mechanism and specific 
inhibitor for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis.  

By Muhammad Sheraz 

The Closing ceremony of 1st INTERNATIONAL 3 DAYS  
WORKSHOPS FOR PHD/ SCHOLARS DELEGATES was ar-
ranged  on 24th November 2013 and INAGURATION  
CEREMONY OF PHYSICAL THERAPY DEPT.  
was an  enlightening Event .  
THE UNIVERSITY OF FAISALABAD 

Anti-Corruption Week to be celebrated at King Edward 
Medical University, Lahore from 25th November 2013 to 
30th November 2013.  
KING EDWARD MEDICAL UNIVERSITY LAHORE 

Student Focus Team was invited by Dr. Ashfaq 

Ahmad,The HOD of UIPT on 16th November 2013. 

The team was appreciated for their work and was 

urged to strengthen their network. HOD also assured 

full support for future activities. 

UNIVERSITY OF LAHORE 

Physical Therapy was introduced in Pakistan in 1953. Right now there are 
more than 25-30 institutes both government and private who are offering 
undergraduate and postgraduate courses in Physical therapy. Annual pro-
duction rate of Physical Therapy graduates is in 1000's. The number is 
increasing every year. But these graduates are facing following severe 
problems:  
1. Lack of House Jobs.  
2. Lack of Service Structure.  
3. Lack of Job Opportunities.  
4. Lack of Instituted Rights. 
5. Lack of profession regulating authority. 
6. Lack of Licensed Practice.  
 
The formation of council is important for: 
a. The service structure of Physical Therapy Professional 
b. House Jobs for New graduates 
c. Curriculum Regulation 
d. Recognition of Pakistani PT’s at National And International Level. 
e. Better professional practice 
f. Rights of Independent Practice of Physical Therapists all over Pakistan. 
g. Recognition of Physical Therapy as an essential part of Healthcare. 
h. Authorization and Licensing of Physical Therapy graduates. 



Aybia National Park entry is 3 km from 
Nathiagali at Dungagali. From Dungagali 
you can hike 4 km on the Dunga Gali Pipe 
Line Track and see animals, trees and rare 
species of birds in this beautiful forest. 
The hike takes approximately 40 to 45 

minutes. The ideal time to visit the park is 
in September. At this time the park is 
quiet and peaceful and hotel accommo-
dations are 50% to 60% cheaper. Another 
alternative is to visit in the month of May.  

The Ayubia National Park is a forest lo-
cated with the majestic Murree Hills. 
Wildlife is abundant here and not only is 
it a refuge to leopards and black bear but 
is a wonderful place for bird watching. 
The park is on a migratory path for many 
species, and has the largest Koklass and 
rare Kalij pheasant population known in 
Pakistan. A wide range of birds live in the 
forest such as the Golden eagle, Honey 
buzzard, griffon vulture, Indian sparrow 
hawk, Peregrine falcon, Kestrel, hill pi-
geons and doves.   In addition many other 
mammals, large and small find shelter 
with the pine forest such as the red flying 
squirrel, masked civet and Rhesus Ma-
caque, Himalayan palm civet, and the 
Kashmir Hill fox.  

In Ghora Dhaka a chairlift takes visitors 
on a relaxing panoramic view of the for-
est surroundings. Numerous rest houses, 
motels, hotels and restaurants with sou-
venir shops are located at the chairlift 
base station and seven major villages and 
three small towns, Khanspur, Nathiagali, 
and Ayubia are within close proximity.     

By Muhammad Sheraz 

 

PROMOTING PEACEFUL PAKISTAN 

Student Focus is proud to be an unpar-
alleled student organization in medical 
field throughout Pakistan representing 
and promoting Physical therapy aware-
ness all around. 2.2K facebook fans and 
ever growing expectations of our follow-
ers are an evidence of our success since 
our establishment. The dedicated team-
work and courage to achieve the targets 
is our passion. From day one we are 
committed to bring you the best out of 
all services we can offer. This year we 
have brought to you an amazing oppor-
tunity to avail just for nothing.  

 

> Become a premium member of 
Student focus and enjoy thousands 
of real time benefits world over. 

> Subscribe to Sparks-updates in box 
and get connected to a world of 
promotions and updates. 

> Order your copy of Student E-
Sources and access more than 8 GB 
e-book data on medical topics. 

> Join the force of students and show 
solidarity through your talent. 

Well come on then and show up with 
some spark. 

By Editor 



Q. How are you? 
I am fine Alhamdulillah 
 
Q. Tell us about yourself? 
I am a graduate of School of physio-
therapy Mayo Hospital Lahore. In 2003 
started as voluntary physiotherapist at 
DHQ Sargodha, ran a small private 
practice,  then moved to UK in the 
same year.  
 
Q. Do you think it is important for a 
physio to be specialized? 
Off course, Specialized knowledge and 
intensive academic and clinical training 
are hallmark for any profession  
 
Q. Which specialty you recommend 
and why? 
Musculoskeletal medicine due to the 
fact there is more autonomy , critical 
thinking and opportunity to develop 
clinically. 
 
Q. What is more important for a 
physiotherapist to have knowledge or 
skill? 
Both of these are interlinked , one can-
not have skills if they do not have 
knowledge and vise versa.  
 
Q. Who do you idealize in your field? 
I do not believe idealizing a single per-
sonality and stuck on it. 
 
Q. What is the best thing about 
physiotherapy? 
Enabling people to have maximum 
benefit out of their  lives. 
 
Q. Private practice or Government 
house ship what is better? 
Gov sector has more financial stability 
from the day first and private practice 
is a struggle but there is always light at 
the end of tunnel. 
 

Q. Do you teach? Where, if yes?  
I am clinical educator for undergradu-
ates  and Pre-registration M.Sc  physio-
therapy students of  “University of Bir-
mingham” and “Coventry University” in 
Musculoskeletal physiotherapy. 
 
What is Physiotherapy scope abroad? 
It really depends where are you plan-
ning to go, it varies from country to 
country but  overall its good. 
 
Q. Any teacher you liked the most? 
Delva R. Shamley, my Master’s teacher 
an amazing knowledge and teaching 
skills.  
 
Q. Did you aim for being a physio-
therapist or was it by chance? 
To be honest , It is very obvious, purely 
by chance 
 
Q. Any quote you like the most and 
remember? 
“You got a dream, You got to protect it. 
People can't do something' them-
selves, they want to tell ,you  can't do 
it. If you want something', go get it” 
 
Q. Do you agree that Profession be-
comes passion or Passion becomes 
profession? 
No, I believe that  passion is something  
one does for himself  and should not 
get paid for that.  
 
Q. If you were not a physiotherapist 
what might have you been either? 
May be a lawyer 
 
Q. Tell us about your achievements? 
Apart from the post graduation , I have 
worked in Charring cross , St Mary’s 
and St Chalres hospitals having at least 
around 200 years of history.  
 
 

Q. Share your opinion about current 
standards of education set forth for 
future doctors/PTs?  
Current curriculum is a lot better than 
our times  and is improving  gradually. 
 
Q. What is the basic need of physio-
therapy profession in Pakistan? 
More Focus on provision of education  
at undergrad level with optimal super-
vision in real time clinical placements. 
 
Q. What is your opinion about PPTA 
and its role in promotion of PT in Paki-
stan? 
Initially it was a great step to pull eve-
ryone together and bring every on  one 
platform but I do not know what hap-
pened after ward as their progress is 
slow apparently .  
 
Q. What is your opinion about student 
focus? 
Student focus is a great idea and stu-
dents who are running it deserve ap-
preciation and recognition and has 
shown the community their creativity 
and passion. 
 
Q. Any Message you want to give to 
Physiotherapist/Doctors and for Paki-
stan? 
Do justice with the profession , your-
self and people whether you like or not 
to be in the profession. 
 
Thank You so much for your courteous 
time. It was a pleasure and honor to 
meet you! Thanks! 

Mr. Adnan Khan 
Senior M.S.P.T / Lecturer  

University of Birmingham 
& Conventry University, UK 

Read More  

about Mr. Khan 

on our blog. 
studentfocus2011.blogspot.com 

By Marriam Naeem and Muhammad Sheraz 



Get connected to the 

growing student 

world and be updated 

instantly on your own 

social network. 

Be a part of a 

team of poten-

tials. Student 

Focus gives 

you an opportunity to 

represent your insti-

tute and be a voice of 

Students. 

Write for our 

blog or see  

your writing in 

our next edi-

tion and contribute to 

the pool of literary tal-

ent. Submit your writ-

ings at given email: 

write@studentfocus.pk 

“Everything has a heart, and the heart of the 
Qur’an is Yasin. Allah records anyone who recites 
Yasin as having recited the Qur’an ten times.”  
 
Prophet Muhammad P.B.U.H 
(Sunan Tirmidhi, Vol 2, Page 116 - Sunan Daarimi, Vol 2, Page 336 ) 

“Give food to the hungry, pay a visit to 
the sick and release (set free) the one in 
captivity (by paying his ransom)." 

Prophet Muhammad P.B.U.H 

(Bukhari, Book 7,Volume 65,Hadith 286, 
Narrated by Abu Musa Al-Ash'ari) 
 
There is no trouble in patience and there 
is no benefit in complaining.  

Hazrat Abu Bakr R.A 
 
To speak less is wisdom, to eat less is 
healthy and to mingle less with the peo-
ple is safe and serene.  

Hazrat Umar R.A 
 

Education is the most powerful weapon 
which you can use to change the world. 

Nelson Mendela  

 
An investment in knowledge pays the 
best interest. 

Benjamin Franklin 
 
Education is not preparation for life; edu-
cation is life itself. 

John Dewey 
 
The roots of education are bitter, but the 
fruit is sweet. 

Aristotle 

WEBSITE: www.studentfocus.pk 

FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/studentF 

TWITTER: www.twitter.com/student_focus 

BLOG: www.studentfocus2011.blogspot.com 

EMAIL: response@studentfocus.pk 
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